"Not only do you
get timeless lines,
albeit ina
relatively compact
way, but also you
have the reliability
of modern
components,
reasonable
economy and even
room in the back
for the kids.''
Simple but effective door
trimming, note wooden pull
capping. The flap immediately
below the sidescreen covers the
holding bolts. The door opens to
nearly 90 degrees.

The boot is not enormous but is
useful nonetheless. The action of
the sprung numberplate can be
seen, bottom left.

o my mind, there is
nothing quite like a
traditional roadster.
The timeless grace of
those long, flowing
wings, the imperious
~ of the massive headlamps
flanking the defiant upright radiator grille at the sharp end of a lengthy; louvred bonnet combine to
epitomise the style of a time long
past. Unfortunately; as the Hollywood dreams fade away like the
morning mist, we are left with the
harsh realities. In the first instance, the acquisition of such a
car tends to involve non surgical
removal of arms and legs. In addition, who, nowadays would want
to live with cable brakes, enormously thirsty engines and all the
other warts associated with these
luxurious leviathans.
There is an answer, though, in
the shape of our old friends, kit
cars; and none more so than the
Falcon. Not only do you get those
timeless lines, albeit in a relatively
compact way; but also you have
the reliability of modern components, reasonable economy
and even room in the back for the
kids. I freely admit that, personally; as you may have gathered, I like
traditional roadsters and when the
opportunity to spend four days
with the Falcon arose, I looked for16

ward to it with eager anticipation.
Arriving at the less than prepossessing premises of ]BA in
Standish, near Wigan, I could
have been excused for a certain
dampening of that anticipation,
for it is a dismal place. However,
catching my first glimpse of the
refined form of the Falcon dispelled any effects its unlikely setting
may have had.
Since one of the last desired
arts of our now departed publishing manager, John Hoyle, was to

drive a kit car, having recently
won his British licence, I was forced to follow in the infamous Black
Toad, Pen Roberts' much maligned Nova 1.2L. With Hoyle manning the controls, the Falcon
gave, the Toad, and much of the
other traffic on the M62, a run for
its money: Then, with our charge
safely back at the office, I could
look forward to taking temporary
possession for a better part of a
working week.

The Heart of the
Matter
The ]BA Falcon plus Two, for all its
looks, is firmly based on that ever
more popular donor, the Cortina
Mk 3 or 4. From this worthy
vehide is taken the vast majority
of the running gear inducting
front and rear suspension, rear
axle, engine and gearbox,
radiator, heater, steering, wiper
mechanism and wiring loom, not
forgetting the door handles. This
most economical use of a donor
vehide reflects itself in the cost, as
will be seen in due course.
The Falcon is unusual for a kit
car, in that the bodywork arrives
in a number of separate pieces i.e.
there is no body tub. The main
structure is a twin rail, box section steel chassis of massive construction. This chassis, which has
accommodation points for the
Cortina running gear, also has
a substantial number of body
frames, inducting support pads
for the large front wing/running
board assemblies. In addition,
sheet steel is used for the front
bulkhead, the tunnel and the rear
seat box areas. Whilst it is true to
say that this form of construction
is weighty, it is also exceedingly
strong - an attribute the family
man tends to appreciate.
To this basic structure is attached to the scuttle moulding and
the two body side mouldings.
The remainder of the rear body
panels are hand formed aluminium items with the exception
of the boot, which is, again a
flbreglass moulding, as are the
doors. The longitudinally hinged
four section bonnet is aluminium
and the front tray between the
wings is of the same material. The
wings themselves are flbreglass
mouldings, the front wings and
running boards being integral.
The windscreen frame, which
holds a flat laminated glass, is
beautifully made in stainless steel,
with a chromed channel at its
foot, holding a Cobra-type windscreen to body seal.
The Cortina engine is mounted
well back, necessitating prop
shaft shortening operations, to
the tune of 20 11 • Consequently,
the steering column comes in for
some drastic lengthening, which
is carried out with the aid of a
solid shaft. This action conveniently disposes of the infamous
Cortina rubber coupling which,
in turn, does wonders for the feel
of the steering. Similarly, the rubber mountings for the front cross
member are done away with and
the rear voided brushes are replaced with solid rubber items. A
fibreglass housing accepts the
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Rather than rivet the hinge directly to the bonnet skin, a return
flange on the bonnet was provided, eliminating all that tedious
fllling. The same went for the side
hinges and louvred panels were
held in place by neat tubular
spring catches, again chromed.
The overall effect was of a high
quality product, the ripple free
bodywork being particularly enhanced by the expertly applied
paintwork. This was, according
to the chassis plate, Jaguar Old ing was some sort of overtaking
mirror, an awkward shoulder
English White.
The choice of wheels ideally check being the order of the day
suited the car although chromed prior to lane-changing exercises.
wires, even the bolt on variety; _ The 2000 OHC engine was equipcan be a pain to look after. These ped with an autochoke which
were shod with 165SR1S Good- surprisingly enough, worked and
year G800 + S tyres, · the spare no starting problems were encountered./The exhaust, a shortbeing similarly equipped.
ened Cortina system terminated
in an XR3 silencer which emitted
· Day to Day with a
just enough sound to let it be
BirdofPrey
known you were driving a 'proThe unexpected fine weather en- per' car, without being a nuisance
countered during my time with at speed.
The greatest feeling about the
the Falcon allowed both open air
and hood up motoring to be ex- car was its atmosphere. The long,
perienced. I used the car to travel narrow bonnet, coupled with the
the twenty-odd miles to work as rearward driving position gave
well as the motorway driving to the feeling of sweeping along maand from Standish, so an overall jestically and this feeling tended
picture of the car's capabilities to make a relaxed driving attitude
could be ass~bled . Getting in almost compulsory. The Falcon
was remarkablY easy; despite the was also remarkably civilised and
depth of the footwells, which ne- its quiet, refined progress was an
cessitated some leg-folding to get attractive attribute. That is not to
past the door pillar. Once instal- say that the Falcon could not be
led, the driving position was ex- pushed. It could, in a respectable
emplary; with excellent vision to manner. Flying into corners refront, side and rear, and plenty of vealed the expected understeer
headroom. The only thing lack- but this was not excessive. Try a

"To enhance the
thirties feel of
the Falcon, the
externalfittings
had been carefully
chosen."

Cortina tkJor handles suit the car well.

Cortina's heater internals and a
long, flexible trunk leads down to
the under grille area to provide
forced fresh air.

Office Furniture
The inside of the demonstrator
was a revelation, possessing the
correct period feel without being
an anachronism. A french polished wooden dash combines the
looks of a set of brass rimmed
VDO instruments with the practicality of Cortina heater controls,
handbrake and column stalks.
The seating consisted of Spitfire
seats, expertly retrimmed in red
leather with black piping and the
tiny rear seat was upholstered to
match. The side panels and the
door panels were in red leatherette and the addition of neat, polished wood rear arm rests and
door pulls contrasted with the
modern idea of concealed inertia
reels. A Mountney wood rim steering wheel topped the column
and the whole effect was completed by a. set of neat, black
carpets. Up top, a simple hood,
held by press studs, was complimented by the workmanlike
side screens. These perspex items
were equipped with efficient
swinging catches and the lifting
of an internal flap revealed their
two bolt fixing. Cortina door
handles coupled to factory locks
served to secure the wide opening doors and a tradtional stiched
leather strap kept the doors in
check. One of those despicable
rubber sucker interior mirrors
was provided, as was a tax disc
holder of the same ilk, which fell
off frequently. Obvious thought
had gone into the sealing of the
doors and the standard rubbers
continued up and over the top of
the windscreen.

Period Piece
To enhance the thirties feel of the
Falcon, the external fittings had
been carefully chosen. Atop the
front tray; a chromed badge bar
held two Lucas auxiliary lamps
and a pair of Union Flag badges.
Immediately in front of this, the
twin-rail chromed bumper bore a
pair of rectangular Escort Mk2 in-

"The Falcon is
unusualfor a kit
car in that the
bodywork arrives
in a number of
separate pieces
i.e. there is no
body tub."
dicators, skilfully recessed and·
therefore, unobtrusivt Chromed
period sidelights sat proudly at
the peak of the wings and the
standard 7 11 headlights in fibreglass bowls, mounted on sturdy
chromed brackets, flanked the
peaked grille, again chromium
plated. This is an option, the supplied grille is GRP. At the rear,
Morris Minor rear light lenses are
used, on ]BA supplied pedestals.
The rear bumper was similar to
the front and was topped by a rectangular number plate ingeniously hinged to avoid the rear mounted spare wheel, as the boot is
opened. The boot lid itself is
locked into place by a full width
rod mechanism controlled by an
external chromed locking handle.
The boot is not particularly capacious but would easily hold
enough luggage for a long weekend, providing squashy bags
were used.
The filler cap is mounted on
the nearside of the boot and the
filler pipe leads down to an Escort
van fuel tank. The filler pipe itself
takes a sudden turn downwards
from the cap. This proved to be a
problem, in that only the very tip
of a petrol pump nozzle could be
inserted. In consequence, fuel
tended to blow back at the aperture and filling up was a very slow
procedure.
The overall effect of the car was
enhanced by the subtle but effective badging and I particularly
liked the inclusion of enamel
Union Flag badges at the base of
the windscreen pillars. Another
nice touch was the stainless steel
bonnet hinges' method of fitting.
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